
Welcome to the RuC series of caches 
MogelSFL, det Brot, hausche05, Andreas54, MaReCo, PhiSchu1088 und Sakena62 

cordially invite you to our Powertrail

"RuC (AaC) – All around Cottbus”

Our beautiful city is located in the middle of the Lausitz region and often referred to as the “gateway to the 
Spreewald” 

Many tourists visit the city, especially in the warmer season. Yes, there is a lot to see and to marvel at. Even 
locals are always amazed at how many small and large sights there are in Cottbus and are surprised to see 
both the familiar and the unknown from different perspectives. Many people are sure to know the Branitzer 
Park and the Cottbus State Theater, these places are perhaps even world famous. Well known is CB, which 
is how Cottbus is often called in affectionate slang, also as a cloth-making town. There were many small and 
large companies in Cottbus, such as the TKC (Textile Combine Cottbus). Attractive brick buildings from the 
cloth-making era can still be seen today. 

Have a look around our city! But don't forget the power trail that we have designed for you. This runs roughly 
along the border with the Spree-Neisse district. 



 
Stullen or Bemmen (as we call the good sandwiches), beer, wine and lemonade should be taken with you for 
a “picnic in the countryside” or two, because you cover a total of approx. 80 km.  

Of course you will also find restaurants with tasty regional specialties such as “steamed pike in dill sauce”, 
bakeries and coffee shops also tempt you with “Lausitzer Plinse” or “Eierschecke”, but also “goat ice cream” 
(tastes great!) and other homemade ice cream refresh yourselves. 

Those who enjoy the many things and have enough of the fresh air will also find one or two cozy quarters 
along the route for an overnight stay. 

 
Log entries: 
 
We are realistic, have trailer experience and are prepared for copy & paste logs from the start. 

But please remember that there are also caches of other owners on the round. Please be fair enough to 
honor their caches with an individual log entry. In the long run, it will certainly be depressing for these owners 
if they continually receive entries with the content "Quickly taken on the RuC tour". 

Thank you very much. 
Bonus caches: 
 
There are 4 bonus caches and 1 super bonus cache along the way. 
For the bonus caches you will find the respective instructions in the lids or on the logbooks to calculate the 
bonus coordinates. 

You can find the information for the super bonus cache in the 4 bonus caches. 

Banner: 
 
For all those who would like to embellish their geocaching site with a banner, we are happy to provide one. 

 

Have fun and success on our RuC (AaC) round! 
 
Source: 
Entrance sign: onlinestreet.de 
Image: Around Cottbus - Roland Dobrokovsky alias Treasurehuntergd 


